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Rebbe Nachman of Breslov taught…

https://breslov.org/having-it-all/


For today’s piece, I’d like to just share a longer
selection from Reb Nosson’s letters, since I find
that it helps me so much. You’ll see, any further

comments from me would just be superfluous…
“I have studied the ways of the world: it is clear
to me that if a person wants to focus on what is
lacking, he will always lack very much. For even
the richest and most powerful people still feel
they lack a great many things they believe are
necessities. On the other hand, if a person

remembers that all he has is a gift he has not
earned, that man came naked from his mother’s womb
and everything he has is his only because of G-d’s
great kindness, then he can be truly happy with
his lot, even if he has no more than a torn cloak

and patched shoes, G-d forbid. How much more
should he rejoice if he has a some other old
garment, even one made of thick rough cloth!

“When it comes to serving G-d, a person must be
looking constantly for opportunities to rise ever

higher. Still, when he sees that he is going
through a difficult time, he must not despair—he
should encourage himself with every last good

point that is in him.”
(Healing Leaves, p. 92)

A prayer:

https://go.madmimi.com/redirects/1373041006-89188776c6c7545e1ae538acd5c3d159-e7352f6?pa=476729157357696956


“In my calling out, answer me, my G-d;
In the narrows of my trouble, You broadened the

way for me.
Have compassion and hear my prayer.”

Master of the universe, full of mercy, who is good
and who does good to all,

help me and open my eyes and heart and mind
so that I will always be able to focus on the good
and on the openings that You provide for me even

within the narrows of my trouble.
These openings are what give me life and keep me

going even in my hardships,
In all that I suffer in my soul and in my body,
which surround me so much, it’s as though I have

no room to maneuver or escape.
Even so, Your lovingkindness is always with me,

constantly,
and without it I would not be able to go on at

all.
Help me, then, to always see all of the good that

You are doing for me,
because this is what brings me to rejoice in You,
and strengthens me to keep on praying to You, no

matter what.
(From Likutei Tefillot, I:133)

 
We encourage hearing your feedback and may anonymously publish
your  remarks.  Please  send  email  to:
yehudis.golshevsky@breslov.org
To view the past emails, click here.

NarrowBridge.Org sends out twice weekly inspirational emails. These emails include

small doses of Rebbe Nachman’s wisdom, enabling us to get through the week in a more

spiritual way. If you are not signed up and would like to receive these emails, click

here.
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